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A comparison of prices between two periods requires the quality of each item to remain the same between the periods. In practice, 

the quality of what is consumed does change. Furthermore, new goods and services appear on the market, and their relative price changes 

may differ from the price changes of existing ones (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 21.1). 

Changes in prices arise from a number of sources, including quality changes, changes in tastes and preferences, and changes in 

the technology of producers. The aim is to determine what proportion of the total price change results from a change in quality and what 

results from pure price change. So, there is a need to put a price estimate on the difference in quality between the old and new items so 

that like can be compared with like (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 7.21 – 7.24).  

Methods of quality adjustment for prices are generally classified into implicit/imputed (or indirect) quality adjustment methods 

and explicit (or direct) methods. Both decompose the price change between the old item and its replacement into quality and pure price 

changes. For explicit adjustments, however, an explicit estimate is made of the quality difference, usually on the basis of external 

information, and the pure price effect is identified as a remainder. For implicit adjustments, a measurement technique is used to compare 

the old item to the replacement item, in which the extent of the quality and pure price change is implicitly determined by the assumptions 

of the method (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 7.37 – 7.38). 

6.1 Implicit Methods of Quality Adjustment 

Consider the following implicit methods of quality adjustment: overlap; overall mean or targeted mean imputation; class mean 

imputation. 

A. Overlap 

Consider for illustration the case where the items are sampled in, say, January and prices are compared over the remaining 

months of the year. Assuming equal weights of unity, consider a Jevons price index, i.e., a geometric mean of price relatives, for January 

to March. In Table 6.1 the comparison for specialized chain stores only would first be undertaken between January and February using 

items 1 and 2, and this would be multiplied by the comparison between February and March using items 1 and 4.  
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TABLE 6.1. EXAMPLE OF THE IMPLICIT METHODS OF QUALITY ADJUSTMENT 

Outlet Item January (t=1) February (t=2) March (t=3) April (t=4) 

Specialized chain stores 1 𝑝!! 𝑝!" 𝑝!# 𝑝!$ 

2 𝑝"! 𝑝""   

3   𝑝## 𝑝#$ 

4  𝑝$" 𝑝$# 𝑝$$ 

Department stores 5 𝑝%! 𝑝%" 𝑝%# 𝑝%$ 

6 𝑝&! 𝑝&"   

7   𝑝'# 𝑝'$ 

8 𝑝(! 𝑝(" 𝑝(# 𝑝($ 

The difference in prices in the overlap in February between items 2 and 4 can be used as a measure of their quality difference. It 

yields the following result (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 7.45 – 7.48): 

𝐼)	!,# = $,!"
,!!

× ,#"
,$!(,#$ ,$$⁄ )

&
!/"

  .     (6.1.1) 

In general, let 𝑝1,2 be the price of item m in period t and let 𝑝3,24! be the price of a replacement item n in period t+1, and there 

are overlap prices for both items in period t. So, item n replaces m, but is of a different quality. Let A(z) be the quality adjustment to 

𝑝3,24!which equates its quality to 𝑝1,24! such that the quality-adjusted price  

𝑝1,24!∗ = 𝐴(𝑧24!)𝑝3,24!  ,   (6.1.2) 

where 𝐴(𝑧24!) =
,%,'
,(,'

 . 

The price index for the item in question over the period t–1 to t+1 is: 
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𝐼26!,24! =
,%,'
,%,')!

× ,(,'*!
,(,'

= 𝐴(𝑧24!) ×
,(,'*!
,%,')!

  .     (6.1.3) 

The method is only as good as the validity of its underlying assumptions. The assumption is that the quality difference in any 

period equates to the price difference at the time of the splice.  

B. Overall Mean or Targeted Mean Imputation 

This method uses the price changes of other items as estimates of the price changes of the missing items. 

Consider a Jevons price index. The prices of the missing items in the current period, say t+1, are imputed by multiplying their 

prices in the immediately preceding period t by the geometric mean of the price relatives of the remaining matched items between these 

two periods. The comparison is then linked by multiplication to the price changes for previous periods (Consumer Price Index Manual, 

2004, para. 7.53 – 7.54). 

In the example in Table 6.1, the January to February comparison for both outlet types is based on items 1, 2, 5, 6 and 8. For 

March compared with January– weights all equal to unity – the item 2 and item 6 prices are imputed using the price change for March 

compared with February based on items 1, 5 and 8. The Jevons price index for March compared with February is: 

𝐼)	",# = +,!"
,!$

× ,+"
,+$

× ,,"
,,$
,
! #⁄

  .     (6.1.4) 

It is the computationally most straightforward of methods since the estimate can be undertaken by simply dropping the items 

that are missing from both periods from the calculation. 

It is also possible to refine the imputation method by ‘‘targeting’’ the imputation: by including the weight for the unavailable 

items in groupings likely to experience similar price changes. For example, in Table 6.1 assume that the price change of the missing 

item 2 in March is more likely to follow price changes of item1 in specialized chain stores, and item 6 is more likely to experience 

similar price changes to those of items 5 and 8 in department stores. For March compared with February, and weights all equal to unity, 

the Jevons index – is (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 7.55): 
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𝐼)	",# = -+,!"
,!$
,
"
× +,+"

,+$
× ,,"

,,$
,
# "⁄
.
! %⁄

  .     (6.1.5) 

C. Class Mean Imputation 

The class mean method differs from the overall mean imputation method only in the source for the imputed rate of price change 

for the old item in period t+1. Rather than using the category index change, obtained using all the non-missing items in the category, the 

imputed rate of price change is based on constant quality replacement items – those items that is judged comparable or that were quality-

adjusted (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 7.67 – 7.68). The class mean method was adopted in the United States CPI for cars 

in 1989 and was phased in for most other non-food commodities, beginning in 1992. 

6.2 Explicit Methods of Quality Adjustment 

6.2.1 Quantity Adjustment 

Quantity adjustment is applicable when the size of the replacement item differs from that of the available item. 

Consider a further example: a branded bag of flour previously available in a 0.5 kilogram bag priced at 1.5 is replaced by a 0.75 

kilogram bag priced at 2.25. The change in price arising from a unit (kilogram) change in size is (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, 

para. 7.77 – 7.80) 

𝛽 = Δ𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 Δ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒⁄ = (2.25 − 1.5) (0.75 − 0.5)⁄ = 3  .     (6.2.1) 

The quality- (size-) adjusted price in period t–1 of the old m bag is 

�̂�789,26! = 𝑝789,26! + 𝛽Δ𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 1.5 + 3(0.75 − 0.5) = 2.25  .     (6.2.2) 

It becomes clear that the quality-adjusted price change shows no change: 
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,(-.,'
,:/01,')!

= "."%
"."%

= 1.00  .     (6.2.3) 

This approach can be seen as a special case of the hedonic approach (discussed below), where price is related to a number of 

quality characteristics of which size may be only one. 

6.2.2 Hedonic Modeling 

According to Rosen (1974, P.P. 35, 54), goods can be treated as tied packages of characteristics. The class of goods can be 

described by K objectively measured attributes or characteristics, 𝒛 = (𝑧<!,2 , 𝑧<",2 , … , 𝑧<=,2,). There is a "spectrum of products" 

[within a class] among which choices can be made. 

Rosen (1974, p.p. 36-37) wrote on this point as follows: 

“The components of z are objectively measured in the sense that all consumers' perceptions or readings of the amount of char-

acteristics embodied in each good are identical, though of course consumers may differ in their subjective valuations of alternative 

packages. The terms "product," "model," "brand," and "design" are used interchangeably to designate commodities of given quality or 

specification. It is assumed that a sufficiently large number of differentiated products are available so that choice among various com-

binations of z is continuous for all practical purposes” (Rosen, 1974, P.P. 36-37). 

Each product has a quoted market price and is also associated with a fixed value of the vector z, so that products markets implic-

itly reveal a function p(z) relating prices and characteristics (Rosen, 1974, P. 37): 

𝑝<,2 = 𝑝(𝑧<!,2 , 𝑧<",2 , … , 𝑧<=,2) ,      t = 0, 1, …, T ,     (6.2.4) 

that is, the price 𝑝<,2 of good i in period t is a function of a fixed number, say K, characteristics measured by “quantities”  𝑧<>,2. 

However, there is no market for characteristics, since they cannot be sold separately, so the prices of the characteristics are not 

independently observed. 

The hedonic regression method is based on the assumption that the price of good i can be expressed as 
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𝑝<,2 = 𝑓(𝑧<!,2 , 𝑧<",2 , … , 𝑧<=,2, 𝜀<,2) ,      t = 0, 1, …, T ,     (6.2.5) 

where characteristics are measured by “quantities”  𝑧<>,2 , and		𝜀<,2 is a random error term (white noise) [Handbook on Residential 

Property Prices Indices (RPPIs), para. 5.2 – 5.5]. 

Regression techniques help in qualifying the relationship between p and zs in equation (6.2.5). The two best-known hedonic 

regression equations are the fully linear model 

𝑝<,2 = 𝛽?2 + ∑ 𝛽>2=
>@! 𝑧<>,2 + 𝜀<,2       (6.2.6) 

and the logarithmic-linear model 

ln	𝑝<,2 = 𝛽?2 + ∑ 𝛽>2=
>@! 𝑧<>,2 + 𝜀<,2       (6.2.7) 

where  𝛽?2  and  𝛽>2  are the intercept term and the characteristics parameters to be estimated, these parameters are allowed to change 

over time [RPPIs, para. 5.2, 5.4].  

In practice, many explanatory variables will be categorical rather than continuous and represented by a set of dummy variables 

which take the value of 1 if a property belongs to the category in question and the value of 0 otherwise. 

The estimation of the values of parameters 𝛽?2 and 𝛽>2 is easily undertaken using econometric or statistical software. Statistical 

and econometric software carries a range of diagnostic tests to help judge if the final formulation of the model is satisfactory.  

Suppose we have data on selling prices and characteristics for the samples S(0), S(1),..., S(T) of goods sold in periods t=0,...,T 

with sizes N(0), N(1),...,N(T). The parameters of the hedonic models (6.2.6) and (6.2.7) can be estimated by Ordinary Least Squares 

(OLS) regression: 

- on the sample data of each time period separately; 

- on the pooled data pertaining to all time periods, provided that dummy variables are included which indicate the time periods 

(leaving out one dummy to prevent perfect collinearity). 
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A. Time Dummy Variable Method 

The time dummy variable hedonic model is 

ln	𝑝<,2 = 𝛽? +∑ 𝛿AB
A@! 𝐷<,A +∑ 𝛽>=

>@! 𝑧<>,2 + 𝜀<,2       (6.2.8) 

where the time dummy variable 𝐷<,A has the value 1 if the observation comes from period τ and 0 otherwise; a time dummy for the base 

period 0 is left out. So, the following data are to be used to construct a regression model: 

TABLE 6.2. DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, WHICH ARE OBSERVED IN DATA 

Dependent 
variables 

Independent variables 
𝐷<,! 𝐷<," … 𝐷<,B 𝑧<!,2 𝑧<",2 𝑧<#,2 … 𝑧<=,2 

ln	𝑝!,? 0 0 0 0 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

ln	𝑝",? 0 0 0 0 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

… 0 0 0 0 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

ln	𝑝3,? 0 0 0 0 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

ln	𝑝!,! 1 0 0 0 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

ln	𝑝",! 1 0 0 0 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

… 1 0 0 0 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

ln	𝑝3,! 1 0 0 0 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

ln	𝑝!,B 0 0 0 1 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

ln	𝑝",B 0 0 0 1 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

… 0 0 0 1 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 

ln	𝑝3,B 0 0 0 1 “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” “quantity” 
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Running one overall regression on the pooled data of the samples S(0), S(1),..., S(T) relating to periods t=0,...,T [with sizes N(0), 

N(1),...,N(T)] yields coefficients  𝛽L? , 𝛿L2  (t=0,...,T) and  𝛽L> (k = 1, 2, …, K). 

After estimating this regression the quality-adjusted price index can be calculated very simply. It follows from equation (6.2.8) 

that the quality-unadjusted price index predicted by the estimated regression equation is  

𝐼!"#$%&#!'	)*&+$#,-*.&'/*"#!'	01$2!		3,# =
56789:!;∑ 9:"#

"$% =̅",';?:'@
56789:!;∑ 9:"#

"$% =̅",!;?:!@
= 56789:!;∑ 9:"#

"$% =̅",'@
56789:!;∑ 9:"#

"$% =̅",!@
× 5678?:'@

5678?:!@
= exp'∑ 𝛽*AB

ACD +𝑧A̅,# − 𝑧A̅,3/0 ×

exp+𝛿*# − 𝛿*3/  ,    

   (6.2.9) 
where  𝑧A̅,# =

∑ =(",'(∈*(')

E(#)
   is the sample mean of characteristic k in period t, 𝑧A̅,3 =

∑ =(",!(∈*(!)

E(3)
   is the sample mean of characteristic k 

in period 0. 

In equation (6.2.9), the first factor, exp'∑ 𝛽*AB
ACD +𝑧A̅,# − 𝑧A̅,3/0 , accounts for both changes in the quality mix and quality 

changes of the individual goods.  

The quality-unadjusted price index calculated from the price observations is  

𝐼HI"!1J&#$H.	I&"!'	)*&+$#,-*.&'/*"#!'	01$2!		3,# =
∏ L𝑝𝑖,𝑡M

1 𝑁(𝑡)⁄
(∈*(')

∏ L𝑝𝑖,0M
1 𝑁(0)⁄

(∈*(!)

       (6.2.10) 

The quality adjusted price index can be obtained by dividing the quality-unadjusted price index (6.2.10) by the factor which 

accounts for quality changes, exp'∑ 𝛽*AB
ACD +𝑧$̅A,# − 𝑧$̅A,3/0 : 

𝐼01$2!	NO	3,# = 2
∏ L𝑝𝑖,𝑡M

1 𝑁(𝑡)⁄
(∈*(')

∏ L𝑝𝑖,0M
1 𝑁(0)⁄

(∈*(!)

3 exp'∑ 𝛽*AB
ACD +𝑧A̅,# − 𝑧A̅,3/0 =

∏ L𝑝𝑖,𝑡M
1 𝑁(𝑡)⁄

(∈*(')

∏ L𝑝𝑖,0M
1 𝑁(0)⁄

(∈*(!)

4 × exp'∑ 𝛽*AB
ACD +𝑧A̅,3 − 𝑧A̅,#/0 ,      (6.2.11) 

(RPPIs, para. 5.5, 5.11 – 5.13) 
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Equation (6.2.11) tells us that the time dummy index is essentially the product of two factors. The first factor is the ratio of the 

geometric mean prices in the periods t and 0. The second factor,  exp'∑ 𝛽*AB
ACD +𝑧A̅,3 − 𝑧A̅,#/0 , adjusts this ratio of raw sample means 

for differences in the average characteristics  𝑧A̅,3  and  𝑧A̅,#  ; it serves as a quality-adjustment factor2. 

Notice that the time dummy price index simplifies to the ratio of geometric mean prices if  𝑧$̅A,# = 𝑧$̅A,3  , i.e. if the average 

characteristics in period t and period 0 happen to be equal. 

B. Characteristics Prices Approach 

Suppose that sample data are available on prices and relevant characteristics of goods sold in the base period 0 and each com-

parison period t. We will first assume that the linear hedonic model (6.2.6) holds true and is estimated on the data of period 0 and period 

t separately. This yields regression coefficients  𝛽L?? ,  𝛽L>? ,  𝛽L?2 ,  𝛽L>2 .    

It is possible to compute predicted period 0 and period t prices for a “standardized” good with fixed (quantities of) characteristics 

𝑧>∗  . The resulting estimated price relative is (RPPIs, para. 5.20 – 5.21) 

,:'
,:7
= DE7'4∑ DE8'G8

∗:
8;!

DE774∑ DE87G8
∗:

8;!
       (6.2.12) 

Expression (6.2.12) is a quality-adjusted price index because the characteristics are kept fixed. There are two natural choices for  

𝑧>∗   in (6.2.12): the sample average characteristics of the base period, 𝑧>̅? , and the sample average of the comparison period t, 𝑧>̅2. Setting 

𝑧>∗ = 𝑧>̅? in (6.2.12) generates a Laspeyres-type characteristics prices (CP) index: 

 
2 Notice that the regression-based estimation of quality-adjusted price index can be obtained by dividing both sides of equation (6.2.9) 
by the factor which accounts for quality changes,  exp'∑ 𝛽*AB

ACD +𝑧A̅,# − 𝑧A̅,3/0 : 

𝐼!"#$%&#!'	)*&+$#,-&'/*"#!'	01$2!		3,# = exp+𝛿*# − 𝛿*3/ 

(see Melser, 2004, P.3) 
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𝐼!"#		%& =
'(!")∑ '(#"+̅#!$

#%&
'(!!)∑ '(#!+̅#!$

#%&
  .     (6.2.13) 

Setting 𝑧>∗ = 𝑧>̅2 in (6.2.12) yields a Paasche-type index: 

𝐼!""		%& =
'(!")∑ '(#"�̅�𝑘𝑡$

#%&
'(!!)∑ '(#!�̅�𝑘𝑡$

#%&
  .     (6.2.14) 

By taking the geometric mean of (6.2.13) and (6.2.14) the Fisher-type characteristics prices index is obtained: 

𝐼!"-		%& = #𝐼!"#		%& × 𝐼!""		%&  .     (6.2.15) 

The characteristics prices method can also be applied in combination with the log-linear model given by (6.2.7). The geometric 

counterpart to the Laspeyres-type characteristics prices index (6.2.13) is (RPPIs, para. 5.22 – 5.23) 

𝐼!".#		%& =
/012'(!"3/014∑ '(#"+̅#!$

#%& 5
/012'(!!3/014∑ '(#!+̅#!$

#%& 5
= exp(𝛽*%& − 𝛽*%%,exp-∑ (𝛽*6& − 𝛽*6%,𝑧6̅%7

689 1  .     (6.2.16) 

The geometric counterpart to the Paasche-type hedonic index (6.2.14) is 

𝐼!"."		%& = exp(𝛽*%& − 𝛽*%%,exp-∑ (𝛽*6& − 𝛽*6%,𝑧6̅&7
689 1  .     (6.2.17) 

Finally, 

𝐼!".-		%& = #𝐼!".#		%& × 𝐼!"."		%& = exp(𝛽*%& − 𝛽*%%,2exp-∑ (𝛽*6& − 𝛽*6%,𝑧6̅%7
689 1exp-∑ (𝛽*6& − 𝛽*6%,𝑧6̅&7

689 1 =

exp(𝛽*%& − 𝛽*%%,exp 3∑ (𝛽*6& − 𝛽*6%, 4
+̅#!)+̅#"

:
57

689 6   

   (6.2.18) 
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C. Arithmetic Imputation Indices 

The period t prices of goods sold in period 0 cannot be observed and are “missing” because those goods, or at least the greater 

part, will not be resold in period t. Similarly, the period 0 prices of the goods sold in period t are unobservable. To apply standard index 

number formulae these “missing prices” must be imputed. Hedonic imputation indices do this by using predicted prices, evaluated at 

fixed characteristics, based on the hedonic regressions for all time periods (RPPIs, para. 5.25). 

The Laspeyres imputation index imputes period t prices for the goods belonging to the base period sample S(0) , evaluated at 

base period characteristics to control for quality changes. Using the linear model (6.2.6),  �̂�<,2(0) = 𝛽L?2 + ∑ 𝛽L>2=
>@! 𝑧𝑖𝑘,0 , and the hedonic 

imputation Laspeyres index becomes (RPPIs, para. 5.26)    

𝐼;<#		%& =
&

'(!)
∑ 	𝑝=𝑖,𝑡(0)*∈,(!)

&
'(!)∑ @*,!*∈.(!)

=
&

'(!)
∑ 4𝛽=0𝑡+∑ 𝛽=𝑘𝑡

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧𝑖𝑘,05*∈.(!)

2∑ @*,!*∈.(!) 3 A(%)⁄ = 𝛽=0𝑡+∑ 𝛽=𝑘𝑡
𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧C𝑘,0

2∑ @*,!*∈.(!) 3 A(%)⁄   .     (6.2.19) 

The hedonic imputation Laspeyres index (6.2.19) is an example of a single imputation index in which the observed prices are 

left unchanged. In accordance with a double imputation approach, the observed prices are replaced by the predicted values. The hedonic 

double imputation (DI) Laspeyres price index is (RPPIs, para. 5.27) 

𝐼;D<#		%& =
&

'(!)
∑ 4𝛽=0𝑡+∑ 𝛽=𝑘𝑡

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧𝑖𝑘,05*∈.(!)

&
'(!)∑ 4𝛽=00+∑ 𝛽=𝑘0

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧𝑖𝑘,05*∈.(!)

= 𝛽=0𝑡+∑ 𝛽=𝑘𝑡
𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧C𝑘,0

𝛽=00+∑ 𝛽=𝑘0
𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧C𝑘,0

= 𝐼!"#		%&  .     (6.2.20)   [see also (6.2.13)] 

A comparison with equation (6.2.13) shows that, using the linear model, the double imputation index equals the Laspeyres-type 

characteristics prices index. 

The hedonic single imputation Paasche index imputes base period prices for the goods belonging to the period t sample S(t), 

evaluated at period t characteristics. Using the linear model (6.2.6), these imputed prices are given by  �̂�<,?(𝑡) = 𝛽L?? + ∑ 𝛽L>?=
>@! 𝑧𝑖𝑘,𝑡  . 

The hedonic double imputation Paasche price index is (RPPIs, para. 5.28-5.29) 
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𝐼;D<"		%& =
&

'(")
∑ 4𝛽=0𝑡+∑ 𝛽=𝑘𝑡

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧𝑖𝑘,𝑡5*∈.(")

&
'(")∑ 4𝛽=00+∑ 𝛽=𝑘0

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧𝑖𝑘,𝑡5*∈.(")

= 𝛽=0𝑡+∑ 𝛽=𝑘𝑡
𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧C𝑘,𝑡

𝛽=00+∑ 𝛽=𝑘0
𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑧C𝑘,𝑡

= 𝐼!""		%&  .     (6.2.21)   [see also (6.2.14)] 

The hedonic double imputation Fisher index is found by taking the geometric mean of (6.2.20) and (6.2.21): 

𝐼;D<-		%& = #𝐼;D<#		%& × 𝐼;D<"		%&  .     (6.2.22) 

D. Geometric Imputation Indices 

The imputations will now be computed using the log-linear hedonic model (6.2.7) instead of the linear model. The imputed 

period t prices for the goods belonging to the base period sample S(0) , evaluated at base period characteristics, are  	�̂�<,2(0) =

expR𝛽L?2 + ∑ 𝛽L>2=
>@! 𝑧<>,?S  (RPPIs, para. 5.30). Hence, the double imputation unweighted geometric index, in which the base period 

prices are replaced by predicted values, is 
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    (6.2.23)     [see also (6.2.16)] 
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Similarly, the geometric counterpart to the imputation Paasche price index (6.2.21) is obtained by imputing period 0 prices for 

the goods belonging to the period t sample S(t), which are given by  	�̂�<,?(𝑡) = expR𝛽L?? +∑ 𝛽L>?=
>@! 𝑧<>,2S    . 
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    (6.2.24)     [see also (6.2.17)] 

Taking the geometric mean of (6.2.23) and (6.2.24) yields (RPPIs, para. 5.31) 
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6  .     (6.2.25) 

where  G̅8,74G̅8,'
"

  is the mean of the average characteristics in periods 0 and t. 

D. Limitations of the hedonic approach 

The limitations of the hedonic approach are: 

• Bias or imprecise results may arise from a range of factors including heteroscedasticity (non-constant variances in the residuals 

suggesting non-linearities or omission of relevant explanatory variables), a nonnormal distribution for the errors, and multicollinearity, 
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where two or more explanatory variables are related. The approach requires statistical expertise for the estimation of the equations 

(Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 7.110). 

• The estimated coefficients should be updated regularly. Continuing to use the coefficients from some far-off period to make 

adjustments to prices in the current period is akin to using out-of-date base period weights. The regular updating of hedonic estimates 

when using imputations or adjustments is thus recommended, especially when there is evidence of parameter instability over time 

(Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 7.111). 

• The method is data intensive since it requires data on all relevant commodity characteristics, so it is relatively expensive to 

implement (RPPIs, para. 5.42). 

• Different choices can be made regarding the set of characteristics included in the model, the functional form, etc., which could 

lead to varying estimates of overall price change. Thus, a lot of metadata may be required (RPPIs, para. 5.42). Typically, a study would 

start with a large number of explanatory variables and a general econometric model of the relationship, while the final model would be 

more specific, having dropped a number of variables. The dropping of variables would depend on the result of experimenting with 

different formulations, and seeing their effects on diagnostic test statistics (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 7.113). 

The main advantage is: 

• If the list of available commodity characteristics is sufficiently detailed, hedonic methods can in principle adjust for both sample 

mix changes and quality changes of the individual commodities. The hedonic method is probably the most efficient method for making 

use of the available data (RPPIs, para. 5.41).  
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